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PREFACE

On May  I entered, in the Vughterstraat in ’s - Hertogenbosch, a shopfor electronics, I do not remember
why any more. In those days it happened regularly that computer screens burnt in if you stayed away from your
computer too long without turning off the screen, with as a result that for the rest of the life of that screen you
could see what you were doing when you forgot to push that power button. Screen savers were therefore necessary,
and every now and then I searched for nice new versions.

I had a little chat with the salesperson because I was surprised about a remarkable kind of screen saver on a
computer behind him, one with unusual colours, quite ugly actually, and therefore enigmatic for a screen saver.
But at the same time it seemed to do something. I asked the salesperson about it, and he told me it was Seti@home,
the ‘Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence’, a screen saver which used your computer’s free time to calculate data
for the Seti Institute, of measurements done with the Arecibo radio telescope.

It was the time of stories about alien obductions, so it seemed nice to contribute something small, but perhaps
a bit more responsible. And yes, if on your computer data would be processed which contained an indication of
extraterrestrial life, you would be mentioned in the publications.

The screen saver of the ‘classical’ Seti@home. This is fake,because at the time I did not make any screen print.
Although Seti@home made distributed data processing popular, no signals of aliens have (yet) been found.

Whether or not that is a pity is another story.

This is how I became one of the ‘crunchers’ of the ‘Class of -  - ’. My second - hand little apple
did not crunch very hard; for the first work units it needed more than fifty hours, while now my computer only
needs some hours. And although I have fiddled together the screen print, I added my data as accurately as I could.

In the course of Seti@home was transferred to BOINC, the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing. In the WayBack Machine a page is kept which reads:Thanks to all original SETI@home participants
for their tremendous dedication to the project. You made SETI@home into something of lasting significance. [1]

That thus also holds for më⌣ .
Through BOINC it was possible to work on more than one projectat the same time, and next to some other

projects, on November I joined SixTrack of LHC@home. SixTrack simulated particlebeams in CERN’s
LHC, the Large Hadron Collider of what used to be the Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire, now called
the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, to study the stability of the orbits of the particles within the rings of
the accelerator before starting the experiments in reality.



Per test particles were simulated flying around in the rings of the LHCa hundred thousand times, and some-
times a million. The website read:[2] “That may sound like a lot, but it is less than 10 seconds in thereal world.
Still, it is enough to test whether the beam is going to remainon a stable orbit for a much longer time, or risks
losing control and flying off course into the walls of the vacuum tube. Such a beam instability would be a very
serious problem that could result in the machine being stopped for repairs if it happened in real life.” The results
of the LHC - project therefore also made a difference in real life, and of course I did want to participate in that!

The screen saver of LHC@home Six Track, an artist’s impression of the beam which would go through the LHC.
This is a still; on the screen the particles were seen as if youtravelled directly behind them through the pipes of
the accelerator, and sometimes you saw one travel dangerously outside the bundle and then (most of the time?)

come back again. An intriguing sight.

I had missed the first round of simulations, but until now I contributed ‘cobblestones’. According to a
tester / moderator on one of the BOINC - fora:A Cobblestone of computation is supposedly0 .86 trillion floating -
point operations, but the reality bears only casual resemblance to the theory.

Back in I had never heard about calculating on a graphics card, and when in I joined the Collatz
Conjecture, a project about a mathematical problem which used my graphics card, in a short time my credits
increased from a few hundred thousand to a few million. But what I definitely had never heard of were Virtual
Boxes.

On  Aug  I read, on the website of the BBC, an article[3] about a second @home project of CERN,
‘LHC@home allows public to help hunt for Higgs particle.’ The ‘LHC@home 2.0’ website read,[4] “The Test 4
Theory@home project seeks to engage volunteers in theoretical physics computations for the Large Hadron Col-
lider at CERN.” Because I obviously was not the only one who read this article this also became the day Test 4 The-
ory ran into trouble. Their news of that day was,[5] * PROBLEM WITH JOB SUPPLY FROM CERN*. Shortly after
midnight they wrote, * PLEASE REBOOT YOUR VM NOW *, and later that day * Postmortem report: technical
summary of problems encountered on.. *.

Where at first they assumed that ‘rogue systems’ were deliberately “sucking” their “queues dry” in order to
prevent work to be sent, they soon found out what we knew already; that amongst others the BBC had called on
people to join the new Test 4 Theory project.

The next day the news was much happier:WOW! We are flabbergasted! Interest in LHC@home 2.0 has ex-
ceeded our wildest dreams, following the huge press coverage that a brief mention in a CERN press release got
us. Thank you, everyone! Yesterday we reached nearly8000 registered volunteers, which pushed the number of
computers simultaneously connected to our server well over1000 . To give you an idea, with just100 simultaneous
connections we had already reached the equivalent of all thecomputing power at CERN that Test 4 Theory project
physicists have access to. So getting more than10 x that in just a few days boggled our minds – and also bogged
down our servers!

But certainly also ‘rogue systems’ were operational. The LHC@home2.0 team probably had not noticed that,
after having finished the first stage of testing, in the secondphase they were dealing with the lesser nerds; in the
fora it appeared that I was by far not the only one who had neverheard of a Virtual Box, and I did not confess it. As
a seasoned BOINC user I had, completely used to adding a project to my BOINC list without any further thought,
‘why read guide lines, it is BOINC isn’t it?’ also done that this time. I received a work unit, which immediately
crashed. The system asked for a new one, which I received within seconds, and that also crashed. I therefore was
such a rogue system.



When I understood how bad it was I quickly stopped the project and read many fora, thus learning about Virtual
Boxes, a nice way to shield off a part of your computer and run avirtual machine which uses a different operating
system. In that way the work units of Test 4 Theory are calculated on a virtual Linux machine even though you do
not have a Linux operating system on your computer. Alas, by not checking a little box I again crashed quite a
number of work units, unfortunately sometimes after havingcalculated for half a day already. Apologies.

On the left Oracle’s Virtual Box containing CERN’s BOINC_VM, on the right (an impression of) the Virtual
Machine on my computer. The twin - Tux shows that also this image is not completely real.

But now everything works, and while writing this I even am first of the Netherlands. And thus I suddenly also
knew that this essay had to be about answering my own question: “What are they actually searching for there at
CERN, the ‘last particle of the Standard Model for the elementary particles’?”

Now they also seem to have added a nice screen saver but I have not looked at it any more, screens hardly burn
in any more these days.

First in the Netherlands, still.
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CHAPTER 1

THE STANDARD MODEL

[ . . . ] the road to a knowledge of the stars leads through the atom; and important knowledge of the
atom has been reached through the stars.

— Sir Arthur Eddington

You should develop even the most crazy ideas and if you do thatsystematically enough it will always
yield something useful.

— Simon van der Meer

1. 1 FORCES AND PARTICLES

The Standard Model of particle physics assumes the existence of twelve elementary particles, and of four
fundamental forces, or actually interactions between those particles. The reason to assume that there are no more
forces is simply that a fifth has not been detected, and no reason has been found why a fifth should be required.[6]

That may not seem like a really good reason, but for now we willhave to make do with it.
The four forces are the strong nuclear force, the weak nuclear force, the electromagnetic force and gravity.

Perhaps there are only three forces, because much is still unclear about gravity, and there even is a theory in the
making in which gravity is no ordinary force at all.[7] But although this essay actually is about the question of how
matter gets its mass, it is sufficient to know that there is gravity; we can also measure masses and compare them
with each other without understanding in what way what forceexactly applies to it. We have been doing that for
thousands of years already.

1. 1. 1 ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

According to the Standard Model all matter is made from leptons and quarks, the elementary particles, of
which an overview can be seen in figure 1.1. These particles have, as far as is known, no internal structure.

Half of the leptons are particles with one elementary unit ofcharge, of which the electron is the most widely
known. These leptons do not have a special name, they are justcalled ‘charged leptons.’ The other half does not
have charge, these leptons are called neutrino’s.

The charged leptons are, next to the well - known electron which is indicated bye−, the muonµ−, and the
tauon τ−. All three carry charges of− 1 times the elementary unit of charge e. The muon and the tauon are
short - lived particles which are only seen in high energy collisions, for instance when cosmic radiation collides
with atoms in the atmosphere, or in processes in particle accelerators. In particle processes they will quickly decay
into electrons, which have the least mass of the three.

Each of the three charged leptons has an accompanying neutrino, the electron neutrinoνe , the muon neutrino
νµ , and the tauon neutrinoντ . Neutrinos are so difficult to measure that it is still not well understood what their
masses are, and also their life spans are not well known. There are in any case neutrinos which are so stable that a
substantial part of the matter in the universe exists of neutrinos, and it is also possible to create them in such large
quantities that experiments can be done with them. Neutrinos interact so little with other matter that a neutrino
bundle can be sent through the earth to a detector at a distance of hundreds of kilometres.

There are six different quarks, of which the up quark has the least mass. For the symbols of the quarks the
first letter of the English name is used, meaning that the up quark has the symbolu , and the down quark has the
symbol d . These two quarks are the building blocks for all regular atomic nuclei, which will further be discussed
in subsection 1. 1. 5. The four other quarks, charmc , stranges , beauty (bottom)b , and truth (top)t , only appear
in particle processes as parts of composite, short - lived particles. The up, charm and truth quarks carry2

3
, the

down, strange and beauty quarks carry− 1

3
times the elementary unit of charge. Quarks have never been seen as

free particles.
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Figure 1.1:The elementary particles are the quarks and leptons. Together with the up - and down quarks, the
electrons form the building blocks of everyday matter, therefore also of ourselves. In this image the quark decora-
tions point to the almost simultaneously theorized ‘aces’.Why in the end they became ‘quarks’ might be because

of the enchanting name, which comes from the book Finnegans Wake.[8 ]

1. 1. 2 CONSERVATION LAWS

In the various particle processes in which particles disappear and others emerge, as happens in accelerators
when particles collide, or at the decays of unstable particles, the total amount of energy must always be conserved.
Because decay is a spontaneous event, only particles can emerge which have masses less than that of the decaying
particle. But also, as looked at from the frame of reference of the decaying particle, in which it is ‘at rest’ and
therefore has no kinetic energy, a part of the mass of the decaying particle is converted into the kinetic energies
of the decay products, where the conversion between mass andenergy obeysE = mc2 . Therefore, in the frame
of reference of the decaying particle the sum of the masses ofthe new particles and their kinetic energies cannot
exceed the rest mass of the decaying particle. In collision processes, on the other hand, particles can emerge which
are heavier than the masses of the colliding particles together because, next to the masses, also the kinetic energy
the colliding particles have with respect to each other can be transformed into masses of emerging particles.

Of the three charged leptons the electron has the least mass,which means that due to the conservation of energy
there is no other charged lepton into which it could decay. And because charge cannot simply cease to exist, which
is expressed by the ‘law of conservation of charge’, the electron can also not decay into the uncharged leptons,
the neutrinos. Finally, the leptons can also not just disappear, which is expressed by the ‘law of conservation of
lepton number’. The electron thus cannot decay into anything because every form of decay is forbidden by the
conservation laws, and therefore it is stable.

Also quarks have a conservation law, the ‘law of conservation of quark number’, there has never been an
observation in which quark number was violated. Just as leptons, quarks can decay into each other; a beauty
quark b can for instance decay into a charm quarkc , or into an up quarku , where also other particles must
emerge due to conservation of charge. But because of conservation of energy and quark number the lightest quark,
the up quark, cannot decay any further, and therefore, just like the electron, it is stable.

1. 1. 3 ANTIPARTICLES

For each particle there is an antiparticle. The particles ofsuch pairs resemble each other very much, they have
similar masses and life spans, but their charges for instance are opposite. Antiparticles are usually indicated by a
bar above their symbol, for instance, the up antiquarkū is the antiparticle of the up quarku . Also, in case of
charged particles, the particle and the accompanying antiparticle are sometimes indicated with the same symbol
but opposite charge, such as the electrone− and the positrone+ .

When particles and their antiparticles collide they annihilate each other, yet also these interactions must obey
the conservation laws. For instance, an electron, having lepton number1 and charge− 1 , and a positron, having
lepton number− 1 and charge+1 , can annihilate each other in such a way that only photons emerge, which
are uncharged and have lepton number0 ; photons are not leptons. The emergence of photons after annihilation is
thus in agreement with the conservation laws of charge and lepton number. Finally, the conservation of energy is
expressed in the frequencies of these photons, where higherfrequencies signify higher energies.

Following the same reasonings as in case of the electrone− , due to the conservation laws the positrone+

is stable; if a particle cannot decay due to the conservationlaws, neither can the accompanying antiparticle, and
therefore that is stable also. But because the universe contains much more matter than antimatter, after emergence
antiparticles usually almost immediately meet ordinary matter and are annihilated again, which is the reason they
are not seen under normal circumstances.

Because in principle antiparticles are also just matter particles, it is possible to make bundles of antiparticles as
long as as that is done in vacuum, to prevent the particles from being annihilated again by normal matter.
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In  a satellite found antiparticles which were created in collisions of cosmic radiation with atmospheric
atoms and subsequently captured by the Earth’s magnetic field, presumably forming a belt of antimatter around the
Earth.[9] To the question why our Universe consists mainly of matter instead of antimatter, although according to
the Standard Model that would also have been possible, no unequivocal answer has yet been found.

Figure 1.2:Antimatter can also be created during thunder storms. Abovethe storm electric fields emerge which
create upward - moving bundles of electrons. When their paths are deflected (yellow) by atmospheric molecules,
the electrons emit photons in the form of gamma radiation (pink). If such a gamma photon interacts with the
nucleus of an atmospheric atom, it transforms into an electron - positron pair, where the nucleus of the atom is
needed for conservation of energy and momentum, see page17 . A positron from such an electron - positron bundle
reacted with an electron in NASA’s Fermi Gamma - ray Space Telescope which thus detected a signal which is

characteristic of positron annihilation.

In order to obey conservation of lepton number, the creationand disappearance of charged leptons is always
accompanied by the creation of neutrinos and antineutrinos. Lepton number is conserved within each lepton family,
where the families are the three subgroups which in figure 1.1have been indicated by the thin lines. If, for instance,
a muonµ− disappears, a muon neutrinoνµ must appear, and if before some process there was no muon, after the
process the muon number must also be zero. In such a case the emergence of a muonµ− is accompanied by the
emergence of a muon antineutrinōνµ because they have opposite muon number.

⊲ Remark
Actually, there thus should also be a conservation law called the ‘law of conservation of lepton family number’.
Yet this law would not be a very ‘strict’ law, such as conservation of energy or charge, or conservation of quark
number; the law of conservation of lepton family number would only be strict if the neutrinos are massless. In
that case, according to the Standard Model ‘mixing’ betweenlepton families would not exist, there could not be
reactions such as a muonµ− decaying into an electron and a photon.[10] The fact that such reactions do occur
indicates that neutrinos have mass, although it is probablylittle. Incidentally, also the law of conservation of lepton
number itself is less strict than the laws of conservation ofenergy, momentum, charge and quark number; a tauon
τ− can decay in a process in which no lepton appears as a decay product, although this only happens in fractions
of orders smaller than10−5. [11] ⊳

1. 1. 4 INTERACTION PARTICLES

Within the Standard Model, forces are interpreted as fields.The forces are carried between the quarks and
leptons by so - called interaction particles, which are not ‘real’, they are excitations or disturbances of the force
fields and are called ‘virtual’ particles. Why they are calledvirtual will be discussed in section 1. 5. In figure 1.3
it can be seen which real particles are subjected to which forces, or, stated differently, which real particles interact
with which virtual particles.

Quarks are being held together by the strong nuclear force, of which the interactions are taken care of by
gluons. The theory describing these interactions is quantum chromodynamics, but in this essay the strong nuclear
force will not be discussed further. The electromagnetic interactions between the charged leptons is taken care of
by virtual photons, and because they carry charge also the quarks feel the electromagnetic force.

The weak nuclear force is carried by theW+ , W− and Z0 particles. TheW± particles are each other’s
antiparticle and therefore they have equal mass but opposite charge, theZ0 particle is uncharged, and heavier
than theW± particles. An example of a reaction in which weak interaction plays a role is the so - called beta - or
neutron decay, the decay within an atomic nucleus at which anelectron is emitted; how this works will be discussed
in section 1. 2. The weak nuclear force is felt by all elementary particles.

Gravity influences all particles which have mass, and because it also influences, by its bending of spacetime,
the orbits along which the massless particles move with the speed of light, also these particles undergo the influence
of gravity. Gravity is so much weaker than the other three forces, that at the particle level it hardly plays a role.
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If gravity would appear to be a ‘real’ interaction after all,it would be carried by gravitons, butjust like other than
the Higgs particle, which according to the Standard Model isresponsible for the mass of particles, the graviton has
not been found yet.

Figure 1.3:The quarks and leptons are subjected to the four different forces. They all react to gravity and the
weak nuclear force, the charged leptons and the quarks thereby react to the electromagnetic force, and the quarks

finally also to the strong nuclear force.

1. 1. 5 COMPOSITE PARTICLES

Composite particles, consisting of various quarks, are called hadrons. There are two kinds of hadrons; mesons
consisting of two, and baryons consisting of three quarks. They can carry positive or negative charge, or be neutral.
Antihadrons consist of antiquarks, and therefore also the antihadrons have the same mass as their normal partners,
while carrying opposite charge.

Quarks only exist in combinations in which together they have an integer times the elementary charge. Because
mesons always exist of one quark and one antiquark, and quarks carry charges of− 1

3
or + 2

3
times the elementary

charge, mesons have as their total charge− 1, 0 or+1 times the elementary charge. Baryons exist of three quarks,
and therefore have− 1, 0, +1 or +2 times the elementary charge.

The lightest baryon is the proton, which exists of two up quarks and a down quark. These quarks carry, respec-
tively, + 2

3
and − 1

3
times the elementary charge, and therefore the proton’s charge is +1 times the elementary

charge. The second lightest baryon, the neutron, exists of two down quarks and an up quark, and is therefore un-
charged. Because ordinary atomic nuclei are made up of neutrons and protons, and atoms consist of nuclei with
electrons around them, ultimately all ordinary matter, ourselves included, is made from up quarks, down quarks
and electrons.

Figure 1.4:Slightly more real images of particles, which actually contain many quarks and antiquarks. In both
images the springs represent the gluons, the carriers of thestrong nuclear force. In the left image, a baryon, the
purple particles are the quarks, the green ones the antiquarks. The three quarks for which there is no antiparticle
present, the valence quarks, determine the configuration ofthe baryon. The figure on the right is also a hadron,
where the large black arrow represents the total angular momentum of the particle; this is the sum of the spins of
the individual quarks, see section1 .3 , and the rotation of the quarks around each other, represented by the thin

green circle - arrow. This total angular momentum is called the spin of the composite particle.
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Although very useful as a model, the foregoing simple description of protons and neutrons is not in very good
agreement with reality, which would probably more look likethe representation in figure 1.4. Pairs of quarks and
antiquarks keep appearing and disappearing, and in the images still far less particles are shown than there are in
reality. The reason that the proton nevertheless has a composition of u u d can be seen in the image on the left;
for three quarks in this baryon there is no antiquark, leaving these three quarks as a ‘surplus’, in case of a proton
thus two up quarks and one down quark.

According to the simple model mesons exist of a quark and an antiquark, yet for mesons the same holds as for
baryons, they will more resemble a ‘soup’ of gluons, quarks and antiquarks. Mesons emerge in all sorts of high
energy processes in which quarks are involved, such as collisions of cosmic rays with protons in the atmosphere
and of course in particle accelerators. As mentioned, mesons can be charged or uncharged, for instance theπ -
mesons or pions for short, which were the first to be found, exist of up quarks, down quarks and their antiparticles.
The π+ meson exists of an up quark and a down antiquark, theπ− meson of a down quark and an up antiquark,
and theπ0 , a neutral pion, of an up - or down quark and its accompanying antiquark.

All mesons are unstable, short - lived particles and therefore, soon after their emergence they will decay again
into other particles, a process in which all sorts of decay products and kinetic energies are possible as long as they
are allowed within the limits of the conservation laws. Because mesons are composed of a quark and an antiquark,
among these decay products there is a relatively large amount of leptons and photons, quarkless particles, which is
in agreement with conservation of quark number because a quark and an antiquark together have quark number0 .
Chargeless pions nearly always decay into two photons;[12] because decay is in fact a closed system, next to energy
also momentum is conserved, and it thus can be reasoned that at this decay indeed not one, but two photons must
emerge in order to satisfy both energy and momentum conservation.

⊲ Remark
Photons are not entirely on a par with particles, there is no conservation law for photons as particles. For instance,
in an interaction with another particle, the energy of photons can completely be converted into kinetic energy of that
particle. Also, photons can change into pairs of particles and their antiparticles which in turn can combine again
into a photon, as schematically represented in figure 2.2. Where photons do behave as particles is in collisions
with other particles. That can be recognised in a bubble chamber, as seen in figure 1.5, through traces of emerging
particles, even though the traces of the photons themselvescannot be seen because the photons are uncharged.
Also, at high energies all sorts of particles can emerge at photon - photon collisions because the energy of the
photons can be converted into mass.⊳

Figure 1.5:A bubble chamber photo of the collision of a K− meson with a proton. Because the proton carries
positive charge, the sum of the charges before the collisionis zero, and therefore also that of the collision products.
The solid lines are coloured visible traces of charged particles; they are curved because the process took place in
a magnetic field. The dotted lines are the straight paths of uncharged particles, which are invisible in the photo.
From the Ξ 0 particle a Λ0 particle and an uncharged pion emerge. Thisπ0 particle is so short - lived, about
10−17 s, that its path is hardly measurable. The two photons which emerge when theπ0 decays are converted
into electron - positron pairs. The existence, and the paths, of the uncharged particles have been calculated using

conservation of energy and momentum.
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1. 2 CONSERVATION LAWS AND PARTICLE DECAY

The up quark and the electron are the only stable elementary particles. Yet, although they are stable because
they cannot decay spontaneously, they can emerge and disappear in particle processes. For example, an up quark
in an accelerator can collide with an up antiquark while producing sprays of different particles, and an electron
can emerge when a photon interacts with an atomic nucleus andtransitions into an electron - positron pair, as was
described at figure 1.2 and seen in figure 1.5. Also in such processes the conservation laws remain unviolated.

The only stable baryon is the proton. Due to energy conservation a free proton could only decay into lighter
particles, but because there is no lighter baryon to decay into, the proton is stable under the ‘law of conservation of
baryon number,’ which is in fact the conservation of the underlying quark number. Because every baryon, having
baryon number+1 , exists of three quarks, every quark has baryon number+ 1

3
. Antibaryons and antiquarks thus

have− 1 and− 1

3
, respectively. The baryon numberB of a particle can be calculated usingB = 1

3
(nq − nq̄) ,

with nq the number of quarks andnq̄ the number of antiquarks, immediately making it obvious that a meson,
which exists of a quark and an antiquark, has baryon number zero.

A neutron is slightly heavier than a proton and therefore, already after a few minutes a free neutron will decay
into a proton, an electron and an electron antineutrino, seefigure 2.5. In this reaction one of the down quarks
decays into an up quark, and thus the neutron decays into a proton. Because the neutron is uncharged, due to
conservation of charge after the decay the total charge alsohas to be zero so that next to the proton, which has an
elementary charge of+1 , an electron emerges with charge− 1 . This electron is ejected, and that must in turn,
due to conservation of lepton family number which was zero before the neutron decay, be accompanied by the
emission of an electron antineutrino.

Although a free neutron is unstable, the neutrons bound in a stable nucleus are not. A stable nucleus which
could only decay if energy would be added can therefore not decay spontaneously, and therewith withholds the
decay of the neutrons in the nucleus so that also the down quarks in those neutrons cannot decay into up quarks.
In this way neutrons and down quarks are stable when the situation prescribes that, and also a down quark bound
in a proton is stable because the proton is stable. Baryons heavier than the neutron are unstable and quickly decay
into lighter baryons, but the decay process will always end with a proton, or with a neutron provided that that is
bound in an ultimately stable nucleus. The laws of conservation of energy, momentum and charge, and of baryon - ,
quark - and lepton number, thus dictate what can decay and what cannot.

Figure 1.6:An extended isotope diagram. In the first quadrant of theN - Z - plane, withN the number of neutrons
and Z the number of protons, normal isotopes of hydrogen, helium,lithium and beryllium nuclei are located. In
the plane above it unstable nuclei can be seen which contain aΛ particle, an uncharged baryon with quark
combination u d s , hence the nameS for ‘strangeness’ of the vertical axis. The anti nuclei are in the third
quadrant. Actually, aΛ particle has strangeness− 1 , which still dates from the time that it was not known what
strangeness was. Yet drawing it in this way gives a somewhat better overview than drawing the first quadrant
downwards. AΛ particle, which is heavier than a neutron, can decay into forinstance a neutron,u d d , and an
uncharged pion,π0 , which has baryon number0 . In that case a strange quark decays into a down quark, and if

therewith the nucleus decays into a stable isotope, then that down quark will be stable also.
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1. 3 SPIN

Elementary particles such as electrons, or composite such as protons, have a quantum mechanical property
called spin, which produces a magnetic effect such as that ofa charged object which is spinning around its axis.
Within such an object, for instance the iron - nickel core of the Earth, charged particles are in fact in orbit around
the rotation axis, and the magnetic effect is a result of the orbital angular momentum of these charged particles;
the faster the object spins, the greater their orbital momentum, and the stronger the therewith induced magnetic
moment.

Even though also the magnetic moment of elementary particles seems to be the result of spinning around an
inner axis, it cannot be depicted in such a classical way. As far as is known, elementary particles do not have an
inner structure, and therefore no charge can be indicated which rotates around an axis.

Figure 1.7:The earth has angular momentum both because it rotates around the sun and because it spins around
its own axis. Because of the spinning, the iron - nickel core of the earth induces a magnetic field which protects us
against the solar wind. Yet this spinning more resembles therotation around the sun than the spin of elementary
particles because the matter the earth consists of rotates around the spin axis. In case of an elementary and
therefore most likely structureless particle that is not possible, there is no inner axis around which the charge is
spinning. Spin of an elementary particle is therefore fundamentally different from the spin of the earth even though,

just like the earth, the particle has a magnetic moment.

The magnetic moments of particles are caused by their so - called spin angular momentum,S , and, differ-
ent from classical angular momentum, at measurements only astrict number of values are found for it. This
spin momentum is therefore indeed not a consequence of an ordinary rotation, yet it is a form of angular mo-
mentum, with the same dimensions. The values the spin momentum S can take on are~

√

s(s + 1) , with s
‘the spin’ of the measured particles,h Planck’s constant, and~ = h

2π Dirac’s constant. Fors it holds that
s ∈ {0, 1

2
, 1, 3

2
, 2, · · · }, and all particles have their own value for spins . It is a fixed property, just as unchange-

able as their charge or mass; particles cannot start to spin ‘faster’ or ‘slower’.
Negative spin is not defined, but at measurements different directions of the magnetic moment are found. Spin

momentum is then described by choosing a random coordinate system with the particle in the origin, and projecting
onto one of the axes the magnitude of its spin momentumS , see figure 1.8. When theZ - axis is chosen, the
standard choice, it thus is the component ofS in the z - direction, expressed bySz . Also measurements of this
component,Sz , only yield a strict number of specific values, but contrary to S itself these values can be negative.
The number of possible values appears to be always exactly twice the value of the spin of the measured particle
plus one,Sz = m ~ with m ∈ {− s, − s + 1, · · · , s − 1, s} . There thus always is an integer between the
possible values form , there are no values in - between.

Figure 1.8:The red line is the projection on theZ - axis of the spin momentumS of a spin 1/2 particle, for
instance an electron. The number of possible values forSz being 2 s + 1 , for a spin 1/2 particle there thus
are only two. Here the projection on the positiveZ - axis is drawn, if the angle would be3

2
π + ϑ , then S would

be projected on the negativeZ - axis with a value of− 1
2

~ .
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With 2 s + 1 the number of possible values forSz , for particles having spin momentumS = 1

2

√
3 ~ =

√

1

2
( 1

2
+ 1) ~ , and therefore spins = 1

2
, there are two values forSz = m ~ , namely spin ‘down’ withm =

− 1

2
, and spin ‘up’ withm = + 1

2
. For particles withS =

√
2 ~ =

√

1(1 + 1) ~ , and therefores = 1 , there
are three values, withm = − 1 , m = 0 and m = +1 . Particles with half - integer spin,s = 1

2
, 3

2
, 5

2
, · · · ,

are called fermions, particles with integer spin,s = 0, 1, 2, · · · , are called bosons. Fermions are for instance the
elementary quarks and leptons which are spin1/2 particles, bosons are for instance the interaction particles of the
weak nuclear forceW± and Z 0 which are spin1 particles.

1. 3. 1 SPIN - AND ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM

Inside a composite particle the quarks can rotate around each other, or together around an imaginary axis, and in
that case the quarks have, next to spin angular momentum alsoorbital angular momentum. In classical descriptions
of physical systems all values for orbital momentum are allowed, but that no longer holds for particles. Because
particles can be imagined as waves with wavelengths belonging to that particle, their orbital momentum can only
take on integer values; if a particle as a wave in orbit aroundsome axis would ‘meet’ itself with a difference of
more or less than an integer wavelength the wave would partially or completely extinguish itself, the particle would
become ‘less than itself’, or disappear. That is of course impossible and therefore the number of possible orbits
is limited; an electron orbiting a nucleus can only do that inorbits having lengths of exactly an integer times its
wavelength, and it thus can be regarded as a standing wave.

The total angular momentum of a particle,~J , is the sum of the spin momentumS and orbital momentumL .
It is a vector sum because both spin momentum and orbital momentum have a magnitude and a direction, and
therefore they too should actually be written as vectors,~J = ~S + ~L . In the right part of figure 1.4 the arrows
through the quarks thus represent their spin momentum~S , and the sum of their orbital momentum~L is represented
by the green circular arrow. Lastly, the black arrow represents the total angular momentum~J , the sum of the spin
momentum of all quarks and their total orbital momentum. This sum is, perhaps somewhat confusing, also called
spin momentum, the spin of the composite particle, yet at thesame time it is not too surprising because both spin -
and orbital momentum contribute to the total magnetic moment of the particle.

Although different from the classical case at the particle level spin - and orbital momentum thus are quantized,
just as in the classical case the total angular momentum is again conserved. That means that~S and ~L can transform
into one another as long as the total angular momentum~J remains unchanged.

Figure 1.9:A moment from a web lecture[13 ] about orbital momentumL , spin momentumS , and the sum
thereof,J . Although the spin momentumS =

√

s(s + 1) ~ does not represent real rotation, orbital momentum
L =

√

l(l + 1) ~ does, wherel can, because of the wave nature of particles, only take on integer values.J ,
for which it likewise holds thatJ =

√

j(j + 1) ~ , is the total angular momentum of a particle, the vector sum
~J = ~L + ~S . Just like spin, for particles also orbital and angular momentum are only positively defined, which
means thatj can take on all values between| l − s | and | l + s | , with integer intermediate steps. Because

spin s can, next to integer values, also take on half - integer values, alsoj can do that.

1. 3. 2 EXCITED STATES

Next to being integer, the orbital momentum of an electron in, for example, a hydrogen atom is also variable,
and dependent on the circumstances. If the atom is in the ground state, the orbital momentum is zero. If the atom
gains energy, as a result of a collision with another particle, absorption of energy because the atom is exposed to
photons, or some other energetic process, this extra energywithin the atom leads to a higher orbital momentum
of the electron. Thereby the amount of absorbed energy must be exactly equal to the difference in energy level
between two possible values for the orbital momentum. A state of higher energy than the ground state is called an
excited state.
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Also composite particles can enter excited states. A proton, for instance, a spin1/2 particle, is in the ground
state if the orbital momentum is zero, or actually, if the orbital - and spin momentum together are1

2
, and therefore

l = 0 . An excited state of the proton would therefore be a particlewith the same quark composition but higher
spin, l + 1

2
, with l the value of the orbital momentum. These particles indeed exist, and are called nucleon

resonances. They have names such asN(1680) , a particle which can exist in both a positively charged and an
uncharged form, with quark compositionu u d or u d d but with spin5/2 ; because three spin1/2 particles can
form at the most spin3/2 , there thus must also be rotation. An even higher excited form is N (2190) which has
spin7/2 , or N (2600) with 11/2 . The values between parentheses are the masses, and it can beseen that a higher
energy level equals higher mass. A particle in an excited state will usually quickly decay into a state with lower
energy.

1. 4 THE PARTICLE ZOO

Quite some names of the unstable particles which are found inaccelerators, or in the products of collisions
of cosmic rays with atoms in the atmosphere, were given before the existence of quarks was known. Also spin
variations and excited states of stable particles receivednames of their own, such as for instance the∆+ baryon
which has the same quark composition as the proton, but is a spin 3/2 particle.

The proton, which has quark compositionu u d , is a spin1/2 particle, even though it consists of three quarks
and therefore, theoretically, could also have had spin3/2 . The reason the proton does have spin1/2 is the so - called
exclusion principle, which states that two similar fermions cannot be in the same quantum state at the same time.
Because of this exclusion principle for fermions, and therefore also for quarks, the two up quarks cannot both have
spin ‘up’. They thus have opposite spin,mu+u = 0 , and the spin of the proton is determined by the spin of the
down quark. The only valuesm for the down quark are− 1

2
and + 1

2
, and therefore the proton is a spin1/2

particle.
⊲ Remark

Bosons, particles with integer spin, can be in one quantum state simultaneously and in large numbers; they can
coalesce into one single mass, a so - called Bose - Einstein condensate.⊳

The unstable∆+ baryon has the same quark composition as the proton, yet it isa spin3/2 particle. All three
quarks have equal spin and therefore the two up quarks seem tobe in the same quantum state, which should not
be possible. The explanation lies with the carriers of the strong nuclear force, the gluons, which have a so - called
‘colour charge’; the difference in the quantum state of the constituent quarks is having a different colour. That will
not be further discussed here because the strong nuclear force does not play a role in this essay.

Although there are only six main kinds of baryons,N, ∆, Λ, Σ, Ξ and Ω , there thus are many short - lived
variations of these baryons, with various spin combinations; the six quarks can be combined in many ways. More-
over, particles, baryons as well as mesons, may or may not have orbital momentum, and therefore the variations
can also occur in excited states.

There are so many possibilities for quark combinations thatalso during the writing of this essay new parti-
cles were found by researchers of CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. One was an excited, uncharged beauty baryon
Ξ∗0

b , [14] next to it were two excited states of theΛ0
b particle, also a beauty baryon, with quark compositionu b d ;

excited states thereof had not been seen before.[15] These particles are called beauty baryons because one of the
constituent quarks is a beauty or bottom quark. And then of course the name beauty baryon does sound somewhat
more appealing than bottom baryon.

Figure 1.10:The decay of the beauty baryonΞ∗0
b . The CMS Collaboration, of the Compact Muon Solenoid

experiment at the LHC at CERN, announced in april2012 the first observation of this new beauty baryon, an
excited state of theΞ0

b baryon with quark compositionu s b . In this decay process, theJ/ψ is a c c̄ meson,
which quickly decays again into aµ− and a µ+ .
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1. 5 VIRTUAL PARTICLES

1. 5. 1 THE MASS SHELL

Particles are called virtual if they are ‘not on the mass shell’, where the ‘mass shell’ is the relation between
momentum and energy of a particle with massm , see figure 1.11. Because free particles move with high veloc-
ities, on the particle level special relativity always plays a role, and for the energy and momentum of particles the
relativistic formulae apply,

p = γ mv en E = γ mc2 , with γ =
1

√

1 −
(

v
c

)

2

. (1. 1)

In case of small speeds, the classical expression for kinetic energy,Ekin = 1

2
mv2, can be found using a first

order approximation,

E = γ mc2 =

(

1 −
(v

c

)2
)−

1

2

mc2 ≈ mc2 + 1

2
mv2 =⇒ E − E0 ≈ Ekin , (1. 2)

where E0 = mc2 is the so - called rest energy, the energy a particle has in itsown frame of reference, in which
it therefore is at rest.

At relativistic speeds, wherev is a certain fraction ofc , thereforev = α c with 0 ≤ α < 1 , the ratio
between energy and momentum tends to a constant,

E

p
=

γ mc2

γ mα c
=

c

α
=⇒ E =

p c

α
. (1. 3)

The greater the speed, the closerα approaches1 , and the closer the energy approachesp c . This clearly does not
hold for the classical realm; at small speedsα tends to0 and therewith the ratio between energy and momentum
to infinity.

Yet classical equations have to be embedded in the relativistic ones, and therefore classical energy and momen-
tum are found by taking the speeds sufficiently small. With the power series

1

1 − x
=

∞
∑

n=0

xn = 1 + x + x2 + x3 + · · · (1. 4)

for |x | < 1 , which in case ofγ2 , and thereforex =
(

v
c

)

2 , indeed holds becausev is always smaller thanc,
the relativistic momentum squared becomes

p2 = γ2 m2 v2 =
m2 v2

1 −
(

v
c

)

2
= m2 v2 + m2

(

v4

c2

)

+ m2

(

v6

c4

)

+ · · · , (1. 5)

from which it is obvious that the smaller the speedv , the smaller the higher - order terms become compared to the
first term, and the more the momentum tends to the classical momentum,p = mv . In the same way it holds for
the energy,

E 2 = γ2 m2 c4 =
m2 c4

1 −
(

v
c

)

2
= m2 c4 + m2 v2 c2 + m2 v4 + m2

(

v6

c2

)

+ · · · . (1. 6)

It can be seen immediately that for stationary particles, thus looked at from the frame of reference of the particle
itself and thereforev = 0 , it indeed holds that the energy is equal tomc2 , the rest energyE0 . This constant
becomes less influential at greater speeds, but it will dominate at smaller speeds, and this is the reason why the
ratio of equation (1. 3) can be used in the relativistic, but not in the classical realm.

Multiplying (1. 5) with c2 , (1. 6) can be written as

E 2 = m2 c4 + p2 c2 ⇐⇒ E =

√

m2 c4 + p2 c2 , (1. 7)

and equation (1. 7) therefore holds for both great and small speeds. Moreover, it holds for particles with and without
mass, and in the latter case the further simplification can bemade,

E =

√

0 + p2 c2 ⇐⇒ E = p c. (1. 8)

For the graph of the equations (1. 7) and (1. 8) see figure 1.11;with the speed of lightc set to 1 , the mass
shells are given for particles with various masses.
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Figure 1.11:The mass shells for a particle with massm , a more heavy particle with massM , and a massless
particle p in the origin. In this figure the speed of lightc is set to 1 . Therewith, for particles having mass,

(1. 7) reduces to the more simple formulaE2 = m2 + p2 , and for massless particles toE = p.

1. 5. 2 VIRTUAL PARTICLES AND THE MASS SHELL

There is a difference between unstable, short - lived particles, and virtual particles. Unstable particles are in
fact real and are on the mass shell; just as all real particlesthey can be observed. A rough definition could be that
their traces should still be visible in an experiment, or, incase of uncharged particles, that their decay takes place at
another location than their creation. In case their life span is so short that an actual trace cannot be formed any more,
a good way to determine whether it is an unstable particle, and not a virtual one, is to do the same measurement
several times. When measuring a certain type of decay in whichalways the same decay products emerge, at
each measurement the amounts of energy and momentum will be different. But if the measurements together will
appear to form a part of a mass shell the particle is real, and amass for the short - lived unstable particle can be
derived from it.

Virtual particles take care of the interactions between real particles, but they are not on the mass shell and
therefore they cannot be observed, their ‘existence’ is derived only from observed processes in which they are
needed for the conservation of quantum numbers. They can therefore even be interpreted as intermediate steps in
calculations, while those intermediate steps themselves do not represent anything ’real’. Yet they must be virtual
variants of real particles; in order to have a working theorythey also have to exist in reality.

The free existence of photons is evident, the free existenceof gluons in one or another form is predicted, but
not found, or not found yet. TheW and Z bosons of the weak nuclear force have been shown to exist in both
forms, as virtual particles and as real but unstable particles. In the latter case they are on the mass shell and can be
measured, in the first case their existence is derived.

In  a W boson was found for the first time, with the Super Proton Synchrotron accelerator at CERN. It
appeared, as was indeed predicted,[16] to be much heavier than a neutron, which means that aW− boson as an
intermediate step in the decay of a free neutron, see figure 2.5, can never be real.

Figure 1.12:In 1968 the electromagnetic and weak interactions were unified intothe electroweak theory. This
theory predicted theW− boson to explain neutron decay, and the unchargedZ boson. The finds of both bosons,
with the Super Proton Synchrotron accelerator at CERN, wereannounced in1983 . On the left the earliest found
tracks left by theW− boson, in an experiment done from October to December1982 . On the right one of the first

recordings which revealed the existence of theZ boson, made in April1983 .

To be virtual generally means that if, for a virtual particle, equation (1. 7) is rewritten asE2 − p2 c2 = m2 c4,
depending on the circumstances the left - hand side can have avariety of different values. Although this seems to
be a violation of the law of conservation of energy, at further calculations it appears that energy is nevertheless
conserved.[17] However virtual particles are interpreted, they are in any case not real.
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1. 6 RANGE AND LIFE SPAN

The four forces, gravity, the strong and the weak nuclear force, and the electromagnetic force, have a so -
called range, the largest distance at which they still transfer something between two particles. This range is directly
related to the life spans of the force carrying particles because the range of a force depends on the distance the
virtual interaction particle can travel during the time that it ‘exists’. Actually, in case of virtual particles it is not
possible to speak of life spans or masses of the particles, but it is possible to make calculations using properties of
their real counterparts. For example, the range of the weak nuclear force can be calculated using the masses of the
real W± and Z 0 bosons, which are by now fairly well known.

In particle physics, masses are expressed in units of electronVolts, eV, where1 eV is the difference in energy
of an electron after passing through a potential differenceof 1 Volt. With energy expressed in J for Joule and
m = E / c2 , 1 eV = 1, 6 · 10−19 J corresponds to1, 8 · 10−36 kg. In these units protons and neutrons,
with a mass of1, 6 · 10−27 kg, have a mass of just under1 Giga - electronVolt. The mass of theW± bosons,
which are each other’s antiparticle and thus have the same mass, is 80 GeV, and theZ 0 boson even has a mass
of 91 GeV.

In general, the uncertainty in energy∆E which is measured in case of a wave phenomenon is larger if the
time ∆t in which measurements are taken is shorter because of a wave,and therefore also of a particle as a wave,
it is difficult to establish in a short time what exactly its properties are. Therefore, the shorter a particle lives, the
larger the uncertainty in the mass; the value is derived fromthe distribution of measured masses in a large number
of measurements. Very short - lived particles, such as theW boson, do not even have a well - defined mass; the
measured spread in the mass is not an inaccuracy of the measuring equipment, it simply cannot be known more
precisely. This is expressed by the uncertainty relation for time and energy,

∆E ∆t ≥ 1

2
~. (1. 9)

With the uncertainty in energy∆E , here the measured spread in the mass,∆t can be found, here the life span of
the W boson; the uncertainty in energy times the life span is in theorder of magnitude of~ . With ~ ≈ 10−34 Js,
and∆E the spread in the mass of the free boson∼ 2 GeV ≈ 3 · 10−10 J,[18] the life span is found to be

∆t ∼ ~

∆E
≈ 3 · 10−25 s. (1. 10)

⊲ Remarks
Strictly speaking, the uncertainty relation gives the minimum life span. These are indeed rough approaches.
Because~ is a constant, the value in well - chosen units can simply be1 . The only reason for the SI value is that
the values of length, time and mass were chosen long before the existence of particles became known. SI is the
International System of Units, the abbreviation is from theFrench Système International.⊳

With this life span, next the range of the weak force can be found. With the speed of the virtualW± or Z
bosons a certain fraction of the speed of light,v = ∆x

∆t = α c and c = 3 · 108 m/s, the range of the weak
nuclear force is in fact the distance the bosons can travel inthe time∆t they can exist,

∆ x = α c∆t ≈ 3 · 108 · 3 · 10−25 = 9 · 10−17 ≈ 10−16 m. (1. 11)

Although this is a rough approach, it does show that the weak nuclear force cannot have effect any more outside
the atomic nuclei, of which the diameters are in the order of10−14 or 10−15 m.

Concluding

About here the simplicity of the used particle model ends. The more complicated the compositions and interac-
tions of the particles, the more complex the effects the particles exert on each other. The simplicity here is therefore
mainly due to the fact that the particles in the cosmic radiation and in accelerators do not interact much as long as
they do not collide, temporarily stick together, or decay. And that is, of course, also the beauty of it.



CHAPTER 2

THE HIGGS BOSON

This summer I have discovered something totally useless.

— Peter Higgs

We observe in our data clear signs of a new particle [ . . . ] in the mass region around126 GeV.

—ATLAS spokesperson Fabiola Gianotti

[ . . . ] Dick Feynman told me about his ‘sum over histories’ version of quantum mechanics. “The elec-
tron does anything it likes,” he said. “It just goes in any direction at any speed, forward or backward
in time, however it likes, and then you add up the amplitudes and it gives you the wave - function.”
I said to him, “You’re crazy.” But he wasn’t.

— Freeman Dyson

Quantum mechanics is the theory in which particles are represented by state vectorsΨ , which contain all
their properties such as mass or charge. In case of a change ofstate, by means of this vector the probability can
be calculated with which a certain initial state can transition to a certain final state. Changes of state can be for
instance interaction between particles or decay.

Calculating the probability of a transition between two states is done by adding the probability amplitudes
of all possible ways in which this transition can take place and then squaring it. Because in principle there are
an infinite number of possibilities, and the summations sometimes yield infinities, ways have been thought up to
theoretically resolve these infinities, because in realitythe probability of a transition can never be greater than1 ,
the probability that the transition takes place with certainty. These solutions led to the prediction of the existence
of both the charm quark and theZ 0 and Higgs bosons.

2. 1 FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS

An insightful way to describe the probability amplitudes ofthe possible ways which have to be summed over
are the so - called Feynman diagrams.[19] Each diagram represents one possible way in which a certain initial
state can transition into a certain final state, and real probabilities are therefore calculated with summations of all
associated diagrams. In figure 2.1 six diagrams can be seen from quantum electrodynamics, QED, the ‘strange
theory of light and matter.’[20]

In these diagrams the order of events is from left to right, and the place in the diagram where a transition event
takes place is called a vertex. Before the event particles get an arrow in the direction of the vertex and afterwards
away from it, antiparticles get inverted arrows. Quarks andleptons are represented by solid lines, photons by wavy
lines, and theW and Z bosons by dotted lines, as shown in figure 2.5. Particles which are their own antiparticles,
such as the photon or theZ boson, do not get an arrow. These diagrams do not have a real time axis, and there
also is no real space axis, it therefore is not important where the particles exactly come from or where they go to,
only if they are drawn on the left or the right side of the vertex.

Figure 2.1:Six diagrams from quantum electrodynamics. On the left an electron which emits a photon, on the
right an electron absorbing one. Analogously, also the rotations of a vertex, here the four middle diagrams, each

represent something different.
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In the first diagram of figure 2.1, before the event represented by the vertex there is an electron, thereafter there
are an electron and a photon. Apparently, the electron is able to emit a photon, and the vertex thus represents the
transition to a lower energy level. But the circumstances inwhich that happens can be very different, the diagram
says nothing about that. It might be a fast electron which is slowed down by a nucleus, thereby emitting a photon,
but it might just as well be an electron which just had absorbed a photon thereby entering an excited state, and now,
while falling back, again emits a photon. In the second diagram an electron and a positron annihilate each other, in
the third a positron emits a photon. In the fourth a photon is absorbed by a positron, in the fifth a photon changes
into an electron - positron pair, and in the last one an electron absorbs a photon.

Yet a single diagram does not represent a real transition, for which the fifth diagram is a good example. The
diagram suggests that a free photon can transition to an electron - positron pair. But because of energy conservation
this transition can only take place in the vicinity of for example an atomic nucleus which can exchange energy and
momentum with the photon, because it requires at least an amount of energy equal to the masses and the kinetic
energies of the lepton pair to be formed. For an observer who sees the photon passing by with high energy, the
amount of energy of just that photon may be enough, but for an observer who, with a sufficient fraction of the speed
of light, travels in the same direction as the photon, and compared to the first observer sees the photon as very red -
shifted, the photon does not have enough energy for the creation of the electron - positron pair. If it is impossible
for this observer, it is also impossible for all other observers.

Each diagram therefore represents a term in the calculations of the probability that some initial state transitions
to some final state, they are in fact mere mathematical tools.Because they seem to illustrate transitions by them-
selves alone the visuality of the diagrams is actually misleading, still, they make the calculations so much more
insightful that it can be stated that they allowed for an enormous progress of the theory.[21]

2. 1. 1 CROSSING

If the first diagram of figure 2.1 is compared with the second, aphenomenon can be seen which is called
‘crossing’. The electron which, in the first diagram, appears after the event, seems in the second diagram to have
crossed over to the other side of the vertex, thus representing an incoming positron. This crossing, regardless
whether it is from before the event represented by the vertexto thereafter or vice versa, is always allowed as long
as the conservation laws are not violated, yet at crossing a particle does transform into its associated antiparticle.
This is in accordance with the agreement that particles havean arrow which before the event points towards the
vertex, and antiparticles away from it, and vice versa afterthe event.

Again provided that the conservation laws are met, any vertex found during a measurement must also be pos-
sible after the crossing of one or more particles. In equation form that would mean, for example, that the decay of
a down quark into an up quark and aW− boson, as can be seen in figure 2.5,

d → u + W− (2. 1)

implies the existence of

W+ → u + d̄, ū → d̄ + W− , etc. (2. 2)

These transitions have indeed been observed; it is possiblefor instance for every positively charged up - , charm -
or truth quark to transition, at absorbing aW− or emitting aW+ boson, to a negatively charged down - , strange -
or beauty quark, and vice versa.

Having to comply with the conservation laws also means that the second transition from equation (2. 2), in
which the up antiquark is lighter than both the down antiquark as theW boson, can only occur in a situation
where extra energy is available, as in case of a collision. Also, because of the conservation laws not all particles
can cross over to one side of the vertex; a crossing so that

.. → u + d̄ + W− (2. 3)

is impossible due to conservation of energy.
In this way, the rotations in the figures 2.1 and 2.4 representpossible crossings.

2. 1. 2 DIAGRAMS OF COMBINED VERTICES

More complicated diagrams can be formed by making combinations. In figure 2.2, diagrams of figure 2.1
have been combined in the left two diagrams, which thereforeeach contain two vertices. The right diagram is a
combination of the left diagrams.
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Particles entering or leaving the diagrams are always real,the connecting lines between two vertices represent
virtual particles. In the left diagram the photon is virtualand the electron and the positron are real, in the middle
diagram the electron - positron pair is virtual and the photon real. No further distinction is made between real and
virtual particles, a virtual photon for instance is represented by the same wavy line als a real photon, the distinction
can only be derived from their path within the diagram. Only the real particles, therefore the ones entering or
leaving the diagram, determine what is represented; both the left and the right diagram of figure 2.2 represent the
interaction of an electron and a positron.

Figure 2.2:On the left an electron and a positron exchanging a photon, the combination of the first and the fourth
diagram of figure2 .1 . In the middle a photon temporarily forming electron - positron pair; the combination of the

fifth and the second diagram. On the right a combination of theleft two diagrams, having four vertices.

At calculating the probability for some state transition the diagrams for the possible ways this can take place are
summed, and in these calculations also the number of vertices in the diagrams plays a role. As seen in figure 2.2,
diagrams with more vertices can be constructed by assuming that also within the diagram particles can emerge and
disappear. Although a free photon cannot just transition toa free electron - positron pair, see page, both free
and virtual photons can transition to a virtual electron - positron pair because that does not have to be on the mass
shell. The emergence and recombination of the virtual electron - positron pair is shown in the middle diagram of
figure 2.2, and the combination of the left and the middle diagram gives the right diagram which thus has more
vertices than the left one, even though they represent the same interaction.

In these diagrams each vertex contributes a factor less than1 , and because these factors are multiplied, the
more vertices in a diagram the smaller its contribution to the total probability of the transition of the initial state to
the final state. The left diagram thus contributes more than the right one; the diagrams with the smallest number of
vertices form a first approximation. For each transition very many diagrams can be drawn with very many vertices
and thus, if more precision is desired, diagrams with more vertices can be included in the calculations.

Within the right diagram of figure 2.2 ever more vertices can be constructed by assuming for instance that the
electron or positron emits a second photon which is absorbedagain elsewhere, whether or not by the same lepton
and whether or not before the emission or absorption of the first photon, yet before leaving the diagram; the diagram
then has four vertices. If both events take place, the temporary formation of a virtual electron - positron pair and
the ejection and again absorption of an extra photon, the diagram has six vertices, if both photons temporarily form
a virtual electron - positron pair there are eight vertices,etcetera.

Figure 2.3:Diagrams of a charged lepton which emits a virtual photon four times. During the emission of the
photons also the electron is virtual, and thus virtual loopsare formed. The more vertices the more possibilities, but

such diagrams do not add much any more.

2. 1. 3 INFINITIES AND RENORMALIZATION OF QED

In the virtual ‘loop’ which arises when for instance a photontemporarily transitions into an electron - positron
pair, as in the middle diagram of figure 2.2, the particles do not have to be on the mass shell. Because the entire loop
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is virtual and therefore cannot be measured itself, within the loop an arbitrary amount of energy and momentum
can occur. One of the virtual particles could have an enormous amount of positive energy, and the other one an
enormous amount of negative energy; the only thing that has to be exactly right is the total amount of energy, which
has to be equal to that of the photon. Because summation also has to be done over all combinations of energy and
momentum of the virtual particles this leads to infinities, and therefore, at calculations mostly infinite values are
found.

These infinities can be resolved because in QED they only emerge in a finite number of diagrams with multi-
ple vertices. The solution for these infinities, in which diverging values are replaced by experimentally measured
ones,[22] is called ‘renormalization’. It can be interpreted as adding diagrams with which the infinities are com-
pensated.

2. 2 DIAGRAMS FOR THE WEAK FORCE

For the weak force the interactions are taken care of by theW± and Z bosons. These bosons mainly decay
into leptons and quarks; the first diagrams of figure 2.4 show the decay of aW+ boson, the top left into a
positron and an electron neutrino, the lower left into an up quark and a down antiquark. Just as in figure 2.1, also
the rotations of the first diagrams represent possible events.

Figure 2.4:Diagrams of the weak force. At the top left the decay of aW+ boson into leptons, at the lower left
into quarks. These two vertices are drawn here together withtheir rotations. In both rows of diagrams, all particles

can also be changed into their antipartners, the left diagrams then show a decayingW− boson.

A composite diagram for the weak force is the decay of the neutron having quark compositionu d d , into a
proton with compositionu u d , an electron and an electron antineutrino, with theW− boson as the force carrying
interaction particle. This is the earlier discussed neutron decay, shown in the figure below. TheW bosons, which
are each other’s antiparticle, have such a short life span that it can be chosen freely which of the two is called the
antiparticle, here that is theW− boson.

Figure 2.5:At neutron decay an up - and a down quark remain unchanged, these are the upper two lines. The
third quark, a down quark, decays into an up quark while emitting a W− boson which subsequently decays into
an electron and an electron antineutrino. This diagram exists of a combination of the fifth diagram in the bottom

row of figure2 .4 and the anti form of the left diagram in the top row.

As was mentioned already in subsection 2. 1. 1, the neutron decay of figure 2.5 indeed shows that under the
weak force a quark can change ‘species’. When one of the positively charged quarks, therefore having charge2

3
e ,

emits aW+ boson, due to charge conservation a negatively charged quark emerges, having charge− 1

3
e . Vice

versa, a negatively charged quark can emit aW− boson, so that a positively charged quark emerges. This is a
property of the weak force alone, because all other interaction particles are uncharged.
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Next to the many possibilities for decay, emission and absorption of theW bosons as can be seen in figure 2.4,
the W bosons also can, because they are charged, react to the electromagnetic field by interactions with photons.
Therefore, in the above diagrams and combinations thereof also virtual photons can emerge and disappear again,
yielding higher order diagrams. The unchargedZ boson does not react to photons, it mainly decays into a particle
and its accompanying antiparticle, which can be both quarksand leptons. A freeW or Z boson cannot decay
into a truth quark because that is heavier than both bosons; with a mass of around173 GeV the truth quark is the
heaviest elementary particle known today.

⊲ Remark
The quark production which occurs at the decay ofW and Z bosons is observed in the form of hadron rays, jets
of composite particles as in figure 1.12, because quarks cannot move around freely. To find what exactly happened
during decay, the jets of composite particles must be fully examined.⊳

Lastly, the W and Z bosons can also interact with themselves and with each other. The possibilities in the
Standard Model are the three - fold couplingsW W γ and W W Z , and the four - fold couplingsW W W W ,
W W Z Z , W W γ γ , W W Z γ and Z Z γ γ . [23]

Figure 2.6:Three - and four - fold couplings. On the left aZ boson decaying into aW+ and aW− boson, which
is only possible if theZ boson is virtual, or in a high energy event; a freeZ boson would not have sufficient mass
to make that possible. One of the rotations is aW+ boson which emits aZ boson, this is also not possible in
case of a freeW boson because that is lighter than aZ boson. On the right the interaction of aW+ and a W−

boson, and a rotation thereof; crossing of the twoW− bosons gives an interaction of fourW+ bosons.

2. 3 INFINITIES AT THE WEAK FORCE

In the late 1940s it was found how to renormalize QED, but until the 1960s the theory of the weak force still
had infinities which were not renormalizable in the same way,namely adding diagrams with known particles with
which they were compensated.

⊲ Remark
What follows next cannot be in any way an accurate historical overview of the development of particle physics in
those years, because parts of the theory are not discussed here. Yet it does give a notion about why new particles
were needed.⊳

A way to see where these infinities occur is the so - called ‘power counting,’[24] a very simple method which
nevertheless suffices for a rough approach. Therein, based on the behaviours at high energies, to the different par-
ticles in a diagram factors are assigned which are proportional to the energy of the system under consideration.[25]

Table 2.1 shows which particles receive which factors for power counting.

Spin In / Out Virtual

0 1 E −2

1/2
√

E E −1

1 E 1 *

* This term isE −2 in case the spin1 boson is attached at both ends to real particles as
for instance in neutron decay, shown in figure 2.5 and briefly worked out hereafter.

Table 2.1:Incoming and outgoing, and therefore real, particles receive other factors than their virtual counter-
parts. The goal of this power counting is not to know exactly what the contribution of a diagram is to the

total probability, but to estimate whether at ever higher energies infinities will occur.
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In a theory in which real events are described, the probability of a certain event should not increase with an
increase of the energy of the system because it finally would go to 1 , the probability of an event which will happen
with certainty. But at the particle level, events such as forinstance the decay of aZ boson into leptons instead
of into quarks, can never be predicted with certainty. An increase of the probability with increasing energy would
therefore be nonsense, and the energy contributions of the diagrams should either decrease at higher energies, or
go to a constant.[26]

To determine the energy dependence of a diagram, the energy factors of the particles in the diagram are mul-
tiplied. An example hereof is the neutron decay in figure 2.5.Three quarks enter the diagram, but the upper two
quarks do not interact. The lower quark, a down quark with spin 1/2 , receives, according to table 2.1, a factor

√
E .

The virtual particle is aW− boson, a spin1 particle which is attached at both ends to real particles, therefore it
receivesE−2 . Finally, three spin1/2 particles,u , e− and ν̄e , leave the diagram, each receiving a factor

√
E .

The total contribution of the diagram,
√

E · E−2 ·
√

E 3 = E0 , thus has no energy dependence which could
become a problem at higher energies.

To determine the energy dependence of a state transition, the energy dependencies of the diagrams for that
transition are summed. Infinities are therefore also prevented if for each diagram of which the contribution does go
with En , with n > 0 , a diagram exists which compensates for it, therefore, a diagram which goes with−En . But
different from QED, where compensation could always be found with diagrams of known particles, this appeared
not always to be possible in case of the weak force.

An example thereof is the scattering of aW+ boson by an electron. The most simple diagram for this scat-
tering, the left diagram from figure 2.7, is the combination of the sixth diagram of the upper row of figure 2.4
and the antiform of the third diagram, also from the upper row. The problem with this combined diagram becomes
apparent after power counting. According to table 2.1, the incoming and outgoingW+ bosons are assigned a
factor E , the incoming and outgoing electrons a factor

√
E , and lastly the virtual neutrino a factorE−1 . The

contribution of the diagram to the total probability is therefore proportional toE2 , which poses a problem in case
of high energy events.

A diagram which might be able to compensate for it could, in theory, be the middle diagram of figure 2.7.
In the left diagram the incoming electron absorbs aW+ boson before it transitions into a virtual neutrino which
therefore has a large positive energy; because energy is also conserved per vertex the neutrino gains the sum of the
energies of the electron and theW+ boson. In the middle diagram, the electron would emit aW+ boson first,
causing the the virtual particle to have a large negative energy. These two diagrams would then cancel each other,
or, actually, the sum of these two diagrams would behave as a constant because more factors play a role which are
neglected at this simple power counting.

But the diagram cannot exist, because not only energy is conserved, but also charge and lepton number. To
be useful as a compensation, the electron emitting aW+ boson should transform into a virtual spin1/2 particle,
which then would have two times the negative elementary charge. But such a particle does not exist, and therefore
another diagram must be found having exactly the right properties.

2. 3. 1 THE Z 0 BOSON AS A SOLUTION FOR INFINITIES

A diagram thus can compensate the contribution of the first diagram of figure 2.7 if it has an energy depen-
dence proportional to−E2 . The solution is the introduction of a new particle, theZ 0 boson, which has exactly
the properties to make a diagram having the right energy dependence and the correct sign; the right diagram in
figure 2.7. Therein an electron emits aZ boson which is absorbed again by aW+ boson.

Figure 2.7:On the left the scattering of aW boson by an electron. The diagram of this event has a contribution to
the total transition probability which increases when the energy of the system increases, an unacceptable situation.
A compensation could be the middle diagram in which the virtual particle would have a negative energy, but
because of conservation of charge and lepton number this diagram is impossible. Another way to compensate is

the third diagram, in which theZ boson is introduced, which later was indeed found in experiments.
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The reason that this diagram can serve as a compensation is that also vertices have energy dependencies. But
different from QED where those factors are small, in case of the weak force they are often substantial; theW - W -
Z vertex goes withE . According to table 2.1 also the incoming and outgoingW bosons are given a factorE ,
the electrons

√
E , and theZ bosonE−2 . Because, finally, the vertices appear to have opposite sign, the diagram

gets a total energy dependence−E2 , so that eventually the cancellation of the energy dependencies is caused by
the relation between the fermion - boson vertex and the3 - boson vertex.[27]

Having thus postulated a particle which had never been seen but which would have the right properties to solve
this problem, that particle, theZ boson, indeed appeared to exist. A remarkable achievement.

Figure 2.8:The introduction of theZ boson. Freely adapted from the LHC@InternationalMasterclasses.

2. 3. 2 NEW PARTICLES TO CANCEL OUT INFINITIES

The introduction of new particles to eliminate infinities yielded more particles, such as the charm quark, with
which the infinities which occur at the scattering of aW+ boson by a strange quark can be compensated. The end
products of this scattering are a down quark and aW+ boson, and the infinities of a diagram with an up quark as a
virtual particle, the left diagram in figure 2.9, are cancelled out with a diagram in which the charm quark is virtual,
the right diagram. The reason that this diagram can cancel out the contribution at high energies of the other one,
and that their joint contribution behaves as a constant, is that theW+ - s - c vertex behaves as theW+ - s - u
vertex, while theu - W+ - d and thec - W+ - d vertices have an opposite sign. Consequently, the sign of the
contribution of the right diagram is opposite to that of the left diagram.

Figure 2.9:The contribution at high energies of the diagram in which thecharm quark is virtual can cancel out
the contribution of the diagram in which the up quark is virtual.

Here thus also first a particle was introduced which had the right properties to resolve problems, and which
was only found thereafter. Because the interaction betweenthe W boson and the strange quark was observed, or
rather derived because neither particle can be seen directly, there should of course be no infinities. There thus had
to be something which could cancel out these infinities, withas a result that either a new particle would be found,
or the theory had to be overhauled. As Einstein once said,[28]

[ . . . ] it is the theory finally which decides what can be observed and what can not [ . . . ]

2. 4 W - W SCATTERING

The last particle to find for similar reasonsis was the Higgs boson. It is for instance necessary for infinities
which occur when onlyW and Z bosons interact. TheW and Z bosons have such a short life span that their
interactions can never be seen in reality, but of course alsoin theory these interactions must be correct.

One of such interactions isW+ - W− scattering, which can be seen in figure 2.10, and when counting
powers it can be seen that there is a problem, albeit a bit moreintricate than the foregoing ones. The left diagram
has four incoming and outgoingW bosons, each with a factorE . The W - W - Z vertices each also contribute
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a factor E , and finally the virtualZ 0 boson a factorE−2 because here theW bosons are real. The middle
diagram contributes in the same way, both therefore an energy dependenceE4 . These two dependencies can
be compensated partially with the right diagram, the directinteraction of aW+ and aW− boson, because the
contribution of the vertex in that diagram does not have an energy dependence, yet it can be ‘carefully adjusted’[29]

in such a way that the diagram compensates for theE4 part of the energy contributions of the two left diagrams.
But on closer inspection all three diagrams appear to have, next to the energy dependencies going withE4 ,

also dependencies which go withE2 . In the end, the sum of the three diagrams does not have anE4 dependence
any more, but it still has anE2 dependence, the problematic behaviour at high energies is therefore weakened by
the third diagram, but it has not disappeared. To compensatefor this the Higgs boson is introduced, which appears
to have a remarkable coupling constant.

Figure 2.10:The sum of these three diagrams of aW+ - W− interaction gives aE2 contribution to the total
transition probability.

2. 4. 1 COUPLING CONSTANTS

A coupling constant is a measure of the strength with which a force acts on a particle, where the coupling is
represented in the diagrams by a vertex of an interaction particle belonging to that field, and a particle which reacts
to it. About gravity it is not known if it also is a quantum field, the graviton has not been found yet, but the coupling
constant is the well - known gravitational constant of Newton, G .

The coupling constant of QED is the strength with which the electromagnetic force couples to one of the
charged leptons, in a QED diagram represented by the vertex of two charged leptons and a photon. The coupling
constant is dimensionless and therefore independent of theunit system used, and the value, about1/ 137 , is
determined by the magnitude of the elementary charge. But why it has this value is not known.

The strong force has a coupling constant which is greater than 1. [30] A problem therewith is that, contrary to
what happens with the electromagnetic and weak force, if there are more vertices in a diagram the contribution
of that diagram to the transition amplitude would become ever larger. But it appears that this coupling constant
changes if the distance between the interacting particles changes; the closer the particles are to each other, the
smaller the coupling constant becomes. At some moment the coupling even becomes so weak that the quarks can
move around freely within a composite particle, and therefore this is called ‘asymptotic freedom’. The coupling
constant becoming stronger at larger distances is the reason that quarks are never seen alone, they cannot ‘separate’
themselves from each other, which therewith also explains the name of the interaction particles of the strong force;
gluons thus are glue particles.

The weak force finally has such a short range, see section 1. 6,that the strength of the coupling can best be
derived from the coupling constant of the strong force via particle decay; the life span of a particle is inversely
proportional to the square of the coupling constant of the force through which it decays.[31] Because for instance
Σ baryons can decay through both the strong and the weak force,therewith the relation between the coupling
constants can be determined.

Strong αs 1

Electromagnetic α 10−2

Weak αw 10−6

Gravitation αg 10−39

Table 2.2:Orders of magnitude of the coupling constants at low energies. Herewith the names of the strong and
the weak force become obvious, and why gravity does not participate at the particle level.
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2. 4. 2 THE HIGGS BOSON AND ITS COUPLING CONSTANT

To compensate for the remainingE2 dependence of theW+ - W− interaction of figure 2.10 the Higgs
boson is introduced, with in figure 2.11 the two possible diagrams.

Figure 2.11:The introduction of the Higgs bosonH as the solution for the infinities in the interaction of aW+

and a W− boson.

With g the coupling constant of the three diagrams in figure 2.10 together, α ∼ g2 the relation between
the coupling constantsg and theα ’s from table 2 .2 , and neglecting terms which do not depend on the energy,
at high energies the diagrams have an energy dependence− g2 E2 /MW

2 , [32] with MW the mass of theW
bosons. Likewise, the two diagrams in figure 2.11 appear to have an energy dependencegWWH

2 E2 /MW
4 ,

wheregWWH is the coupling constant for theW+ - W− - H vertex.
With M1 the energy dependent transition contribution from the firstthree diagrams andM2 the one from

the two diagrams with a Higgs boson,ME , the transition contribution of the five diagrams, becomes

ME = M1 + M2 = − g2
E2

MW
2

+ gWWH
2

E2

MW
4
. (2. 4)

Because the energy dependence, and therefore this contribution, has to disappear it has to hold that

ME = 0 = − g2
E2

MW
2

+ gWWH
2

E2

MW
4

=⇒ g2
E2

MW
2

= gWWH
2

E2

MW
4
, (2. 5)

which yields

gWWH = g MW . (2. 6)

The coupling constant of the Higgs field with theW bosons is therefore dependent on their mass, a curious
situation. And it also turns out to be the case in general; thestrength of the couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions
and bosons are, withgff̄H the coupling constant for fermions, andgWWH and gZZH those forW± - and Z

bosons,[33]

gff̄H =
mf

v
, gWWH =

2MW
2

v
and gZZH =

2MZ
2

v
, (2. 7)

wherev is the expectation value for the Higgs field in vacuum, see page 25. That value is246 GeV, as calculated
with other, known, constants.

⊲ Remarks
Also the massless gluons and photons couple to the Higgs particle, but only indirectly, via other particles.[34]

In the Standard Model there is no way to predict the masses of the fermions, they are inserted as ad - hoc values
which are in agreement with results of measurements. The absence of a derivation from the theory for these masses
is one of the reasons that variations, or extensions, of the Standard Model are being sought after.⊳

2. 5 THE HIGGS MECHANISM

Renormalization appeared only to be possible for theories in which the force carrying particles are massless,
and one of the problems thus was that, contrary to the photonsof the electromagnetic force and the gluons of the
strong force which indeed are massless, theW and Z bosons of the weak force do have mass. A mechanism
was therefore proposed, by Higgs amongst others, in which the particles are, ‘in reality,’ massless, even though
they can never be measured as such. In this mechanism the uncoupled W and Z bosons thus are massless, they
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acquire their masses when they couple with the Higgs field, and what is measured is therefore in fact an ‘effective’
mass. The Higgs field, of which the Higgs boson is the excitation or disturbance, also appears to interact with
charged leptons and quarks, therefore with all particles which are not measured as massless. Although the mecha-
nism was already proposed in, the corresponding Higgs particle was only found in, during the writing
of this essay (!).

The Higgs boson differs from all other particles. It has no charge, no spin, not even any quantum number, it has
nothing but mass. It appears to couple to the fermions with a strength which is proportional to what is observed as
their masses, and it can be stated that the Higgs particle, bycoupling with them, ‘gives’ the particles their mass. But
it is not known where the mass of the Higgs boson itself comes from, and therefore that also cannot be predicted.

It would of course be a problem if the Higgs field would become weaker in an empty space, if it would
decrease with increasing distance; a particle in a void would have less mass. But something like that has never been
measured, mass is invariable, even in the very diverse measurements in ever stronger accelerators free particles have
never been seen to deviate from their mass shells, which means that particles must be able to couple to the Higgs
field any time and anywhere. Indeed, as can be seen on the right- hand side of figure 2.12 the Higgs field has a
remarkable potential; in the middle of the figure the field value is zero yet the potential has a value greater than
zero, and that has curious consequences.

A physical system in which nothing happens any more returns to its lowest energy level; a system in a bowl of
the gravitational potential, as shown on the left in figure 2.12, will ‘roll’ to the middle and stay there because there
it has the lowest possible energy level. But this does not apply to the Higgs field. The Higgs potential does not
have its lowest value in the middle of the bowl where the field value is zero, contrarily, the potential there forms
a bulge, as shown in the right image in figure 2.12. Therefore,the places with the lowest energy levels are not in
the middle of the bowl but in a circle around the bulge where the Higgs field has a value greater than zero; that
value is called the ‘vacuum expectation value’ of the field, the v from equation (2. 7). The Higgs field thus being
active throughout the universe particles can couple to it continuously, and that is why mass is a fixed property of a
particle.

Figure 2.12:On the left a gravity potential in two dimensions. Everything which rolls into it will roll to the middle
and remain there because there the field has its lowest energylevel. On the right a Higgs potential. In the middle,
where the field value is zero, this potential has a bulge. The places with the lowest energy levels form a circle
around the middle, where the field does have a value, and therefore the field exists in the entire universe. In the
middle the cosmic background radiation as mapped by the WMAPsatellite. At the bottom right is a small, very
dark spot which, seen from the Earth, is behind Eridanus. It is a void with a diameter of a billion light years, and

there is virtually nothing except the cold photons of the cosmic background radiation.
And a lonely Higgs field.

The comparison with the gravitational potential is useful to show why nowhere in the universe the Higgs field
is zero, yet it further does not hold. Even though the Higgs boson carries weak charge,[35] it does not transmit
a force between particles as the graviton would do; it gives mass to the charged leptons, the quarks, and theW
and Z bosons. The question of how the force carrying bosons could be seen as actually massless was what started
this whole quest, yet that is not an unambiguous story and therefore, unfortunately, it can only be discussed here
incredibly simplified, and therefore also not entirely correct.

At very high energies the Higgs field will move around randomly in the potential because then there is sufficient
energy to also pass over the bulge in the middle, and because in the middle the field value is zero, on average the
Higgs field will also be zero.[36] The Higgs field then also does not have disturbances, there are no Higgs bosons,
and because the field cannot give mass, all particles are massless. But when the temperature drops, as happened in
the young, expanding universe, the Higgs field will roll downand move around in the places of lower energy.
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These movements can be radial, and the field will go up and downa bit across the circle, or they can follow
the lowest points in the potential, and then the field will stay in the circle. If the potential could be drawn in more
dimensions it would appear that there are three directions for the circle, and there are indeed four Higgs fields, and
four Higgs bosons. Three Higgs bosons roll around in the circle and are massless, the fourth, the boson oscillating
radially, is THE Higgs boson, a particle which does have mass, and which belongs to the field with the vacuum
expectation valuev . The hitherto masslessW and Z bosons then gain their mass by absorbing the three massless
Higgs bosons or, as is often written, they ‘eat’ the Higgs bosons. Incidentally, for the charged leptons and the quarks
it works differently, they ‘bump’ against the Higgs field andthus gain mass.[37] [38]

A well - known representation of how the Higgs field gives massto the charged fermions is that they have
to drag themselves through the Higgs field as if they are goingthrough treacle. This may not be such a good
comparison because that would cost the particles energy,[39] but that is not the case, particles do not lose energy
to the Higgs field. It could rather be compared to the way lightcrosses a medium; during the time a photon is
travelling in the glass of a window it will have a speed less than its speed in vacuum, and that could be explained
by assuming that it then does have mass. But the moment it leaves the glass and travels again with the speed of light
the frequency, and therefore the energy, will be equal to thefrequency with which it started the journey through the
window, it thus has travelled more slowly, yet it did not loseenergy. Moreover, the speed with which it travelled
through the glass depends on the energy the photon had when itentered the window; a red photon will pass through
the glass faster than a blue photon, and that would be a bit more like how each particle gets its own mass through
the Higgs field.

The mass given to the elementary particles by the Higgs field is actually fairly insignificant, as long as the
quantity is considered. The mass of composite particles mainly consists of the kinetic energy of the constituent
particles and of the energy with which the gluons hold the quarks together. The contribution of the Higgs field to
the mass of a hydrogen atom, almost a GeV, by the masses of the quarks, a few MeV, and of the electron, a half
MeV, is minimal; if there was no Higgs field at all we would hardly recognize that from the mass of the hydrogen
atom, and therefore also not from the total baryonic mass in the universe, which for the most part consists of it.

But if there was no Higgs field, the electron for instance would not have mass, it would travel with the speed
of light as all massless particles do, and atoms would not exist. Neither would we.

2. 6 FOUND

On  July  CERN announced that the Higgs boson might have been found.[40] The CMS had observed
a likely candidate with a mass of125.3 ± 0.6 GeV, with a significance of4, 9σ . In particle physics a standard
deviation of 1σ means the results could be random fluctuations in the data,3σ counts as an observation, and a
5σ result is a discovery.

Figure 2.13:1 August2012 . On the left: Protons collide in the CMS detector, the Compact Muon Solenoid, at
energies of8 TeV, formingZ bosons which decay into electrons, the green lines, and muons, the red lines. Such
an event is compatible with the decay of a Standard Model Higgs boson. On the right: Protons collide in the ATLAS
detector, A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS, producing two pairs of electrons, the red and the blue lines. Also this event

is compatible with the decay of a Higgs boson. Text and imagestaken from the archive of CERN’s public web.
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Almost a month later, on August, the CERN website reported that[41]

the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations [ . . . ] submitted papersto the journalPhysics Letters Bout-
lining the latest on their searches for the Higgs boson. The teams report even stronger evidence for the
presence of a new Higgs - like particle than announced on July. [ . . . ] The CMS results reported today
reach a significance of5, 8σ , and the ATLAS team’s results [ . . . ] reach5, 9σ . The value corresponds
to a one - in -550 million chance that in the absence of a Higgs such a signal would be recorded.

Figure 2.14:On the left a proton - proton collision measured by CMS, from an article with the title ‘Observation
of a new boson at a mass of125 GeV with the CMS experiment at the LHC.’ On the right a likewise collision
measured by ATLAS, from ‘Observation of a new particle in thesearch for the Standard Model Higgs boson with
the ATLAS detector at the LHC.’ And no, it is not certain that this is the Higgs boson. Yet it is a new particle which

meets all conditions such as for instance, according to CERN, a spin of ‘not - spin1 ’. [42 ]

Of course it is not certain that this is the Higgs boson from the Standard Model for the elementary particles,
yet it is a new particle which meets all conditions. And now that a mass is known, all kinds of other values which
require the mass of the Higgs boson can be filled in, such as forinstance the coupling constant of the Higgs boson
with itself. Many more experiments will be done, and it will eventually become clear whether the assumption that
this isTHE Higgs boson is also in accordance with all further measurement data.

And who knows, we then may be one small step closer to the explanation of what dark matter actually is, or
we may find that it does not exist at all, but that is yet anotherstory.
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⊲ Remark
Illustrations and references on discontinued or strongly altered websites and web pages can be found in de Way-
Back Machine, https://archive.org/web. Where possible, choose snapshots from or somewhat earlier.⊳

Frontpage

Skands, P. () ‘Always wanted a virtual atom smasher?’
Web invitation -  - , http://lhcathome2.cern.ch/about-test4theory

Reuters, a still from the video ‘Scientists find signs of Higgs Boson’
Web video, https://www.wsj.com/video/scientists-find-signs-of-higgs-boson/5FE4CD3B-330A-4419-
88C3-FFCA03A4B13A.html

Preface

Seti@home client, a compilation and adaptation of classical Seti@home screen savers
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Setiathomeversion3point08.png and
http://www.setileague.org/photos/homehits.htm

Classical LHC@home screen saver
https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/december-2007/computers-take-on-more-than-aliens

BOINC Virtual Machine in an Oracle Virtual Box
Slightly adapted screen prints of own screen

Zutter, W. de, BOINCstats
Website, http://boincstats.com/en/stats/112/user/list/0/0/Netherlands
The commercial of Battlestar Galactica Online is adapted using images of their website,
https://www.mmorpg.com/battlestar-galactica-online/screens

1.1 CERN public pages, Science, ‘The standard package’
Web page, https://public-archive.web.cern.ch/en/Science/StandardModel-en.html

1.2 NASA () ‘NASA’s Fermi Catches Thunderstorms Hurling Antimatter into Space’
Web article: http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/GLAST/news/fermi-thunderstorms.html

1.3 Universität Heidelberg, Sommersemester, Experiment FP13, Measurement of Muon Properties in
the Advanced Students Laboratory
Web page, https://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/Einrichtungen/FP/anleitungen/F13
https://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/Einrichtungen/FP/anleitungen/F13/jpg/Std3d.jpg

1.4 Left: Walder, J., O’Sullivan, J. (), ‘Inside the Proton : Investigating the structure of protons through
“deep inelastic scattering”’
Website, http://www.physics.ox.ac.uk/documents/PUS/dis/hera.htm
Right, slightly adapted: Trafton, A. () ‘How does the proton get its spin?’ - Image courtesy Klaus Rith
Web article, http://phys.org/news185652383.html

1.5 Adaptation of one of the homework assignments for the course Particle Physics at the UU in,
https://www.nikhef.nl/ h84/opg2007-week6b.pdf
This was itself an adaptation of High School Teachers at CERN() ‘Discovery of omega minus :
Teaching Materials developed by HST participants about Bubble Chambers’
Web page, http://teachers.web.cern.ch/teachers/archiv/HST2002/Bubblech/omegaminus.html
This in turn was an adaptation of Brookhaven History, ‘Discovery of the Omega - minus Particle’
Website, http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/history/Omega-minus.asp
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1.6 Brookhaven National Laboratory News () ‘Exotic Antimatter Detected at Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider’
Web article, http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/pubaf/pr/PR_display.asp?prID=1075

1.7 Slight adaptation of ‘Planets and dwarf planets of the solar system’
NASA file, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Planets2008.jpg

1.9 Binney, J.J. () ‘Spin Angular Momentum’
University of Oxford,Quantum Mechanics, Lecture22
Web lecture, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5T_ywvofpE

1.10 Compact Muon Solenoid, Public Website ()‘Observation of a newΞ∗0
b beauty particle’

Web article, http://cms.web.cern.ch/news/observation-new-xib0-beauty-particle

1.11 Veltman, M.J.G. () Facts and Mysteries in Elementary Particle Physics
New Jersey: World Scientific, p., slightly adapted

1.12 CERN () ‘Celebrating CERN’s discoveries and looking into the future’ - W and Z - Photos
Web page, http://cern-discoveries.web.cern.ch/cern-discoveries/Photos/WelcomePhotos.html

2.3 Aoyama, T., Hayakawa, M., Kinoshita, T., Nio, M. () ‘Revised value of the eighth - order QED
contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron’
Physical Review D77 (5)  -  - 
arXiv preprint, https://arxiv.org/abs/0712.2607

2.8 LHC International Masterclasses, Hands on Particle Physics
Adaptation of ‘Z - Path’
Website, https://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/zpath.htm

2.12 Left: Wikipedia ‘Gravitational Potential’
Web article, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_potential
Middle: NASA, Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, CMB Images
File, http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/060913/index.html
Right: New York University Experimental Particle Physics Group, NYU participation in ATLAS
Web page, http://physics.nyu.edu/experimentalparticle/atlas.html

2.13 CERN public pages, Archive, ‘..: ATLAS and CMS submit Higgs - search papers’
News item, http://public.web.cern.ch/public/features-archive/index.html

2.14 Left: The CMS Collaboration () ‘Observation of a new boson at a mass of GeV with the CMS
experiment at the LHC’
Physics Letters B(Submitted)
arXiv preprint, http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.7235
Right: The ATLAS Collaboration () ‘Observation of a New Particle in the Search for the Standard
Model Higgs Boson with the ATLAS Detector at the LHC’
Physics Letters B(Submitted)
arXiv preprint, http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.7214
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